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Sales Compensation Software
Category

Sales compensation software automates the administration and

accounting of incentive plans and commissions based on multiple

customizable policies including employee role, sale type, and staff

member tenure. It permits sales professionals to see their quotas and

progress, while allowing management to create reports to get insights

into sales performance. The platform is used by sales, administration,

and accounting teams.

As sales compensation models are typically different compared to

other business structures, this software enables a company’s

accounting practices to become less error-prone and time-intensive.

Sales compensation software is usually deployed as part of a wider

compensation software ecosystem. The system integrates with other

sales applications like sales gamification, sales analytics, and sales

performance management.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE

● Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,

success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

● Customer reference rating score

● Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on

FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE

● Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

● Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

● Organic SEO key term rankings

● Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE

● Total # of employees (based on social media and public

resources)

● Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

● Glassdoor ranking

● Venture capital raised

Award Levels

MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

substantial customer base & market

share. Leaders have the highest ratio of

customer success content, content

quality score, and social media presence

relative to company size.

TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

significant market presence and

resources and enough customer

reference content to validate their vision.

Top Performer's products are highly rated

by its customers but have not achieved

the customer base and scale of a Market

Leader.

RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

does not have the market presence of

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

understands where the market is going

and has disruptive technology. Rising

Stars have been around long enough to

establish momentum and a minimum

amount of customer reference content

along with a growing social presence.
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* Companies listed in alphabetical order

2022 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Sales Compensation Software based

on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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ABOUT CAPTIVATEIQ

CaptivateIQ is building an
innovative product that empowers
companies to manage and tailor
their mission critical sales incentive
compensation programs for their
workforce. Many of the
fastest-growing high technology
companies use CaptivateIQ to
deliver these compensation
programs across their teams.
They're backed by leading SaaS
investors including Amity Ventures,
Bessemer Venture Partners,
Foundation Capital, S28 Capital,
and Y-Combinator.

30
Total Customer References VIEW ALL REFERENCES

Featured Testimonials

Hours saved going forward quickly add up. I also appreciate the flexibility of
CaptivateIQ and how I can tailor my commission plan with a quick update.
CaptivateIQ has been extremely helpful - big time kudos to them for all their hard
work!

MODESTO MORALES
MANAGER, ACCOUNTING, HEAP

CaptivateIQ is a great platform. It beats manually calculating commissions in
spreadsheets and makes the whole process very quick, simple, and easy.

AMANDA GARZA
MANAGER, SALES OPERATIONS, LOB

CaptivateIQ has been huge for us. It's been valuable for sanity checking calculations and
avoiding discrepancies. The biggest win has been transparency with our sales team. The
individual statements have significantly reduced the amount of support we need to provide.

CARL EHRNROOTH
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONS, LEVER

CaptivateIQ allows us to eliminate manual calculations of commissions.
We are able to process commissions faster and more accurately.

GIOVANNI T.
REVENUE OPERATIONS MANAGER, UDEMY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ICONIXX

Iconixx empowers companies to
leverage incentive compensation
programs to drive business results.
And they've been doing it for over
15 years with over 300
implemented solutions. The
Iconixx product suite – Iconixx
Sales, Iconixx Incentive and Iconixx
Merit – makes the company a
one-stop resource to automate
sales, incentives, bonuses and the
merit process. These performance
and compensation management
solutions allow businesses to more
easily manage these items.

30
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Featured Testimonials

We are excited to be able to provide our team with an automated solution to
motivate our sales reps. With Iconixx, we have a much more efficent
commission payment process.

MIKE HENRY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF BUSINESS SERVICES, WIDEOPENWEST

We are pleased to be leveraging the benefits of Iconixx. The Iconixx team has earned our
confidence by presenting us with a quality tool to manage our incentive compensation strategy.
We especially look forward to leveraging Iconixx’s modeling capabilities to help us continue
meeting our business objectives.

TIM VUOLO
VP, HUMAN RESOURCES, SCHOLASTIC BOOK CLUB

As a global company in a competitive market, we rely on compensation incentives to drive
performance and on specialized software to manage it. But our old system required constant
addons and technical support. Iconixx Sales has taken our incentive compensation to the next
level. Now our system is global, mobile, integrated and easy-to-use, and most importantly, our
IT people can let the system do its work so they can focus on other priorities.

NOKIA

We use Iconixx to calculate commissions on a monthly basis. Iconixx automates and provides
us with accurate commission calculations for our very complex compensation plans. Their
willingness to work collaboratively with their customers for the success of the automation
project is the main driver to our partnership with Iconixx!

JANE WILLIAMS
FINANCIAL ANALYST, BIOVENTUS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SPIFF

Spiff is a leading sales
compensation platform that
automates commission
calculations and motivates teams
to drive top-line growth. With a
combination of intuitive UI,
real-time visibility, and seamless
integrations into current systems,
Spiff is the first choice among
high-growth businesses. The
platform aligns and enables
finance and sales operations teams
to self-manage complex incentive
compensation plans and provides
transparency for sales teams.

20
Total Customer References VIEW ALL REFERENCES

Featured Testimonials

I personally am super glad our VP Finance chose Spiff. Spiff has enabled us to
facilitate complex sales organization transformation while maintaining sales
end-user transparency into evolving commission models.

CODY CLARK
DATA ANALYTICS, FIVETRAN

Spiff makes my commission process easy and so much faster. I can easily navigate, and add
new people, through the user interface. Spiff makes all of this easier for me. The people at Spiff
are just lovely as well. They are always willing to help me and are very fun to work with.
Probably one of the best customer experiences with a company I’ve ever had.

LUCID

Spiff has made our commissions process more accurate and has brought the time to
calculate commissions down from several days to a few minutes. Additionally, the
team at Spiff has been amazing to work with through the implementation process.

PODIUM

Spiff has rescued us from the behemoth spreadsheet we used to use and rebuild every
year for calculating commissions. Not only is this less work for our finance team, but
we now have the ability to provide much more transparency to our sales team in how
they are getting paid.

WEAVE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT VARICENT

Varicent is an innovative software
provider delivering measurable
improvements for customers
through their industry-leading
incentive compensation and sales
performance management
solutions. Their team’s in-depth
understanding of and experience
in assisting sales organizations to
improve performance and drive
profitability, combined with their
robust network fo best-in-class
partners across the globe, enable
them to provide solutions to
enterprise and mid-market
businesses looking to increase
sales efficiency and improve
effectiveness.

34
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Featured Testimonials

With Varicent Sales Performance Management we have a global, single
solution, helping us to motivate salespeople with live data while managers
gain insight and understanding into sales figures and performance.

PETER GRIFFITHS
DIRECTOR, WORLDWIDE SALES OPERATIONS, TEKTRONIX

It's very visible and clear to see step-by-step how commissions are counted
and calculated, so for me this makes Varicent a best-in-class commission
system.

HERWIG STEINBRUGGER
MANAGER, PLANNING, STEERING AND MONITORING DEPARTMENT, HEROLD

Raising the visibility of compensation motivates our sellers to focus on what
they are good at – closing deals and delivering excellent customer service.

RAJI NARAYANAN
SALES COMPENSATION PRINCIPAL, BROADCOM

Varicent offered everything we needed: a simple tool for creating and managing compensation
plans, a powerful engine for calculating commission payments, and a user-friendly interface
that provides instant insight and analytics for salespeople and their managers.

CHRISTOPHER MURRAY
FINANCIAL CONTROLLER, LOGICALIS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT XACTLY CORPORATION

Xactly Corporation is a market
leader in on-demand sales
performance management. The
company’s SPM Suite of products
enables sales and finance
executives to design, implement,
manage, audit and optimize sales
compensation management
programs easily and affordably.
Xactly’s solutions automate the
process of aggregating data from
disparate systems into a secure,
hosted repository, and enable
companies to leverage this
business data, which is the
lifeblood of sales performance
management. Xactly helps
companies improve operational
performance, optimize sales
effectiveness, proactively manage
risk and compliance, and maximize
profits. The Xactly family of
products is used by sales and
finance executives, compensation
analysts, sales operations and
sales professionals across a variety
of industries, ranging from SMBs to
large enterprises. For …

154
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Featured Testimonials

We use Xactly Insights to understand how other people are paying and use
that data to work with HR and recruiting. We want to be more than
competitive and Xactly helps us achieve that goal.

NEIL HUDSPITH
PRESIDENT, WORLDWIDE FIELD OPERATIONS, DOCUSIGN

When we first started our search we were looking for a tool that would help us easily automate our compensation. But
what we found is that Xactly Incent has features and functionality that we didn’t even know we needed until now. In that
respect, it has been a terrific investment for Splunk that will pay substantial and persistent dividends in increased sales
performance and operational efficiency, no matter how fast and far we continue to grow.

JONATHAN JUNG
DIRECTOR OF SALES OPERATIONS, SPLUNK

Xactly Incent has given precious time and focus back to our sales team, enabling them to concentrate more on selling and
less on the mechanics of their compensation. Just as important, Xactly fills out our SaaS infrastructure, joining Salesforce
CRM in creating a flexible platform for driving competitiveness and performance in the field. We are constantly finding ways
of leveraging Xactly Incent for our sales operational advantage.

TONY MURPHY
IT CONSULTANT, ACME PACKET

Now that we use Xactly, I spend two days making sales commissions payments instead
of two weeks, and virtually all the errors and disputes have disappeared. The best part
is, I can be anywhere in the world and still access Xactly.

ANITA SATHYAMURTHY
SALES OPERATIONS ANALYST, SERVICEMAX

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT PERFORMIO

Performio has been offering sales
performance management
software for businesses looking to
automate their sales
compensation calculations and
provide increased transparency to
their sales reps. Used by
companies such as Johnson &
Johnson and Vodafone, Performio
is a new breed of sales
compensation software that
combines the enterprise-grade
functionality you need with the
ease of use you’ve come to expect
from modern software
applications. Since its inception,
they’ve saved more than 500,000
administrative hours and
calculated more than a billion
dollars in commissions.

16
Total Customer References VIEW ALL REFERENCES

Featured Testimonials

Since Performio, it’s maybe one-fourth of an FTE. The calculations have never been so accurate
and are done in a fraction of the time. So now the person handling commissions has the
bandwidth to do so much more like payroll and helping integrate our two acquisitions.

KRYSTEN MACKLOSKY
LEAD FINANCE ANALYST, VALIDITY

With the Performio solution, everything was simple compared to all the unnecessarily complicated and
convoluted ways of the other systems. Our financial controller asked for a demo view of the system with
some of our most complicated calculations. Using our own data, Performio demonstrated the simplicity of
creating calculations and how it works. Everybody was super happy with the results.

NICOLE HORAN
HEAD OF FINANCE OPERATIONS AND COMMISSIONS GOVERNANCE, VODAFONE AUSTRALIA

We are really happy with Performio. The product helps us drive automation and continuous
improvement. I have been involved in a number of software implementations and Performio
has been by far the smoothest. The end result exceeded expectations.

ANDREA HAVILEY
DIRECTOR, FINANCIAL PLANNING & ANALYTICS, VEEVA SYSTEMS

Today errors are really a non-event. We made sure all of the actions we used to take outside our
old system would be automated in Performio. So that’s been a huge time saver. Plus, as we’re
recruiting and onboarding new sales reps, it’s really nice to have something that looks as good
as Performio does.

BRIAN MARING
SENIOR FINANCIAL ANALYST, SERVICE EXPRESS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT QCOMMISSION

QCommission is a powerful,
flexible sales commission software.
It calculates your salespeople’s
compensation accurately and
reduces errors related to
spreadsheets and manual
methods. It allows you to calculate
commissions as soon as the
commission period is over and
saves a lot of time. It can
communicate calculated
commissions in a detailed and
clear manner. QCommission allows
the compensation administrator to
establish payees, products,
customers, plans, incentives,
quotas, payment frequency, etc. in
the system. It allows the
establishment of crediting and
calculation rules for various
incentives. It helps to enter or
import performance transactions
into the system and calculate
incentives as frequently as
necessary.

129
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Featured Testimonials

The QCommission team did an excellent job at handling our needs for a new sales commissions program. They took the
time to review our initial needs for the program and then worked with us until we resolved all the if this, then that issues we
were working with. The program uploads to QuickBooks and automatically does the calculations. You are then able to do
adjustments, if necessary, and export very professional reports and e-mail them. We are extremely pleased with the
QCommission team and highly recommend them.

CHERYL BROOKS
A/R ADMINISTRATOR, LAKE DOCTORS, INC.

With QCommission I am able to calculate and communicate with my mortgage agents'
commissions very easily. QCommission found calculation problems the first time around and
saved me money. I'm just tickled pink with this program; QCommission has already paid for
itself and more.

DENNIS LOOSLI
PRESIDENT, COMMUNITY LENDER, STEARNS LENDING

I was very happy to see those results. I could see overrides and company commissions being
calculated without having to specify them in the transactions. I like the way the statement shows
the number of splits on the transactions with the correct commission amounts. I will definitely
recommend this solution to others.

ALEXIS BLAGG
OFFICE MANAGER, WESTCORP FINANCIAL SERVICE

QCommission completely streamlined my payroll process. I was looking for an automated
commission software that would fit our specific needs. I met with the QCommission team over
the phone and they tailored the software to do exactly what I needed. After doing commission
by hand, QC saves me probably an entire day’s worth of work each week. Highly recommended!

JEFF WILSON
NV REAL ESTATE ACADEMY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT QUOTAPATH

QuotaPath is a growth enablement
engine designed to fuel
high-performing revenue
organizations. The shortest path to
maximize your quota attainment.
Their vision is to create a
connected community that aligns
high performing individual
contributors and teams together.
Their company name reflects the
idea that reaching your goals is all
about the journey rather than the
destination.

29
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Featured Testimonials

It’s just really easy for reps to understand and see the calculations. It’s more
than just a number and a list – there are different ways to slice and look at
things. The interface is friendly and simple to use.

CARLY P.
BUSINESS OPERATIONS MANAGER, GRAFANA

QuotaPath has become an everyday necessity for Guru. From onboarding to helping revise
comp plans, and being able to easily calculate my team's accelerators, the app has saved me
hours. It's totally transformed and streamlined our commission process in just a few months.
Their support team has been a tremendous resource.

MELODY GILLIAM
SR. REVOPS SYSTEMS ANALYST, GURU

As both a sales leader and for my own compensation, this is the best tool I have seen for
calculating commissions and potential future earnings. Replaces all the spreadsheets and the
meetings with finance to make sure the commissions of my team and myself are correct.

MATT DUSSLING
VICE PRESIDENT, GLOBAL ACCOUNT MANAGER, UPLAND SOFTWARE

It just works. I was able to onboard my sales organization quickly and painlessly without them
having to do much of anything. Now instead of emailing out a spreadsheet every time the
compensation plan changes, I can make edits in QuotaPath and it’s immediately reflected on
reps’ accounts.

KIP SHELTON
SENIOR MANAGER, SALES ENABLEMENT, PHOTOSHELTER

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT BLITZ

Blitz Increase performance by
implementing the best sales
commission tracking software. It
allows you to automate your
compensation process and achieve
better performance in your sales
teams by letting them know every
step in the commission calculation
process. Having Blitz in your
company will encourage more
sales and business growth.

7
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Featured Testimonials

Between switching the commission’s structure and actually being able to track
it and no longer pay the commissions hardware. The ROI must be in the
thousands.

JULIE GIFFIN
DIRECTOR, CUSTOMER SUCCESS AND OPERATIONS, TRANSITSCREEN

Blitz made our lives very easy while adding excitement, motivation and
drive to the sales team.

JORDAN BIRNBAUM
DIRECTOR OF SALES, TRANSITSCREEN

Implementation was FAST. Blitz is agile and reliable.
ERIC BENEDETTI
IT AND ACADEMIC OPERATIONS DIRECTOR, TECLAB

Blitz helps increase sales team morale and productivity.
JIM KONECSNI
CONTROLLER, SIGNPATICO

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT EVERSTAGE

Everstage is a no-code
commissions automation platform
that removes recurring busywork
for your Ops and Finance teams
and provides a transparent and
gamified incentives experience to
your customer-facing teams.

3
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Featured Testimonials

Partnering with Everstage has been amazing! Their focus on providing a
complete tool that gets the job done and meets our requirements of end
to end visibility and ownership of the entire process has been
outstanding.

DAVID LEVANON
SENIOR DIRECTOR, REVENUE OPERATIONS, CHARGEBEE

At Postman, we have onboarded quite a few vendors, most of which are
well established in their markets and I can confidently say that
Everstage is right up there with the best.

KYLE RUSSELL
REVENUE OPERATIONS MANAGER, POSTMAN

Thoroughly impressed with Everstage product and expertise of the
team. They were able to quickly set up the product custom to our use
case. The team also shared incentive best-practices that fast-growth
companies such as ours could incorporate.

JAY SINGH
CO-FOUNDER AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, LAMBDATEST
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ABOUT INCENTIVES SOLUTIONS

Incentives Solutions develops and
delivers best-of-breed, flexible and
comprehensive sales performance
measurement and incentive pay
enabling systems that increase
employee motivation and output,
while significantly decreasing
administrative inefficiencies and IT
costs associated with
compensation and incentive
payouts. Incentives Solutions has
become a leading vendor for
holistic measurement and reward
systems that produce outstanding
value with low TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership) and high ROI.
Incentives Solutions’ customers
include medium and large
enterprises and a wide spectrum
of global organizations within
various markets.

25
Total Customer References VIEW ALL REFERENCES

Featured Testimonials

In our agile and dynamic telecom market we put INCENTIVES-PRO to the test on a daily basis. We realized tangible results
in sales effectiveness and service performance KPI. We provide our managers with full visibility tools to support their
activities, our employees with a clear picture of Cellcom’s priorities as well as their own incentives opportunities as a means
of increasing output and performance. This is one of our most intensive management systems. The system’s reliability and
the prompt and attentive services we receive, enable us to concentrate on growing our business.

RAFI MAGEN
CHIEF PLANNING AND CONTROL OFFICER, CELLCOM ISRAEL LTD

We consider the incentives payments of our employees and channels as a highly
strategic investment. With the new system we achieve better business results, increased
productivity and greater efficiency in the administrative process of incentives.

ELI BEN SIMON
CIO, HOT

Pelephone has introduced major changes to its internal business process following the
implementation of INCENTIVES Software. We had reduced the manual process completely and
moved over to automatic process. With these changes we created significant efficiencies in
manpower and more importantly achieved accurate payments and eliminated payment.

TAMIR AVNI
HR MANAGER, PELEPHONE

The new system allows us to delve deeper and increase engagement of our employees in their sales and service processes; in
addition, we can create excellency processes through significant use of the competition features and the Go JOOPY mobile
application. We are experiencing a significant increase in the use of the system by the salespeople and employees, and we
have no doubt that these processes will contribute to additional improvements in our business results.

YEHUDA DAVID
DIRECTOR OF FP&A, CARASSO MOTORS
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